
Sports Report               

Junior School Sport 2022 
Term 4 Week 2 – Round 2 

Team Coach W/L Best Players/Highlights Report 
Year 5/6 Girls 

Football 
 

Mr Rocco Canino  SIC 17. 14. 116 
DEFEATED St. Peter’s 

0.4. 4 

ALL In only our second game of the season, the Year 5/6 Girls delivered an unbelievable 
performance on Wednesday afternoon. The effort shown by all the girls resembled a 
team that has been playing together for years and the level of maturity and composure 
was extremely impressive. To produce 27 scoring shots that resulted in 17 goals was 
magnificent. What’s most pleasing about this group of superstars is their willingness to 
continually improve and provide selfless service and truly be ‘women for others’ on the 
football field. A comprehensive and commanding performance, I can’t wait for the future 
for these girls! Special thanks to Richard Kelly, Geoff Dair and Hugo Dair for amazing goal 
umpiring work and to Noah Jnguyenphamphh for his expertise on siren duty!  

Year 5/6 BLUE 
Cricket 

 

Mr Rocco Canino  SIC 6/112 DEFEATED 
Pedare 8/76 

Luke C 23* & 1/8 
Seb C 13* & 1/8 

Christian I 13 & 1/6 
Nick D 2/2 

Lachlan B 1/11 

In our first journey to Pedare Christian College since 2018 (when these students were in 
Year 2), this was a great opportunity to familiarise ourselves with a foreign ground. On a 
thin hard wicket deck, it was great to see our bowlers bowl extremely tight lines and not 
allow Pedare to score freely. Our bowlers proved they were switched on by keeping the 
runs low and the wickets evenly shared around, Nick D’s spells were a highlight. Luke C 
and Seb C were the picks with the bat as they found the picket fence with ease! A very 
comprehensive performance as we continue to improve and develop as all-round 
cricketers. Thanks to Josh Abbott for helping score and to the extended family members 
for their ongoing support.  

Year 5/6 RED 
Cricket 

 

Mr Lachlan Bartlett 
 

SIC DEFEATED BY 
Rostrevor  

  

Year 4 BLUE 
Modified Cricket 

 

Mr Rocco Canino 
 

SIC 8/146 DEFEATED 
St. Peter’s 7/84 

Harry D 24* 
Nick E 17* 

Patrick B 14* & 3/5 
Rupert D 13 
Henry Mc 10 

Josh D 2/2  
Eli K 1/7 

Sam D 1/1 

Friday’s match proved that we are in a very positive position going forward with cricket 
at the Junior School. The exhilarating and entertaining style of cricket on display is in fact 
superior to some of the cricket being played at the current T20 World Cup at the present. 
Our bowling and fielding was extremely impressive, with the only notable thing to work 
on is our match awareness of running out batsmen with an under arm throw instead of 
rocketing in an overarm throw a bit too fast. Patrick B and Josh D were the stand out 
bowlers with multiple wickets whilst Harry and Nick were as equally dominant with the 
willow in hand. I’m really pleased with the level of sportsmanship shown by this group of 
talented individuals! Thanks to the parent group for their ongoing support! 

Year 4 RED 
Modified Cricket 

 

Tony Wright and Clint 
Pattison 

 

SIC 10/ 86 DEFEATED 
BY PAC 2/ 147 

ALL Despite the result, our boys stayed positive & supported each other throughout the 
match. I was proud of the way they represented themselves & the school. Overall, it was 
a good game played in great spirit by both teams. 



Year 3 BLUE 
KANGA 

Mark Seatree N/A N/A NO MATCH DUE TO OPPOSITION FORFEIT 

Year 3 RED 
KANGA 

Michael Taylor Marryatville 4 /119 
DEFEATED SIC 8/103 

Tom, Oliver The boys had a good return to cricket after a forfeit in the first week. Everyone put in a 
solid effort which resulted in close game. Well done to all. 

Year 2 BLUE 
KANGA 

Steph Evans  ALL Another wonderful game against CBC.  Everyone contributed and fielding skills are 
improving.  There were some impressive hits by the batters as well. 

 
Year 2 RED 

KANGA 
Dinesh Anthony SIC: 93 runs 4 wickets 

(Total = 113) 
Pembroke: 90 runs 5 
wickets (Total = 115) 

 Kanga cricket returned to the usual format of playing on 2 fields. Our batters 
unfortunately had a longer boundary to clear which was corrected halfway through the 
game. Despite this our batters secured 93 runs of the bat. Best played by Nicholas, 
Aarnav and Alex. 
Our cricketers were alert and active on the field. Majority of the balls were bowled on 
the stump and a couple of run outs. Special mention of Wesley and William for bowling 
on the stumps, Aarnav for the run outs, Margot and Terry for demonstrating exceptional 
athleticism on the field. 
Great work cricketers. 

Primary A Tennis Mr Adam Alessandrini 
 

Saint Ignatius College 
2 set 27 games 

DEFEATED BY  St 
Peters College 7 sets 

52 games 

Singles win:  Eli Anderson 
Doubles win:  Eli Anderson/ 

Louis Willoughby 

Losing our number 1 and 2 players for our first match in Term 4 meant our depth was to 
be challenged against a formidable opponent.  Eli Anderson had a day out and played 
exceptional tennis to win both his singles and doubles matches.  Our first loss for the 
season, but we can take plenty of positives from the match and we were competitive in 
most matches.  Keep working hard at training team.   

Primary B GOLD 
Tennis 

 

Mr David Carey    

Primary B BLUE 
Tennis 

Mr Lachlan Bartlett    

Girls' Primary A 
Tennis 

 

Hayley Staggs Saint Ignatius 
DEFEATED Wilderness 
4 sets 23 games to 3 

sets 26 games 

Amazing doubles victory to 
Mila and Adelaide that 
came down to the final 

point at 5-5, deuce. 

Fantastic afternoon where all 5 girls were able to play ripper singles matches. It was 
great to see attacking play at the net during doubles and super serving from all players.  
 

Girls' Primary B 
GOLD Tennis 

Ms Sophie Grant N/A N/A NO MATCH DUE TO FORFEIT 

Girls' Primary B 
BLUE Tennis 

Ms Sophie Grant SIC DEFEATED BY 
Seymour 

Special mentions to 
Marlena and Isabella 

Although they didn’t win the game, they showed great improvement in their tennis skills 
from the beginning of the year. The girls worked together as a doubles duo, and are 
understanding how to strategically move around the court. 
Sophie X had a great win in her singles game. Another player that is consistently 
improving her tennis skills and shows fantastic sportsmanship on and off the court 

Year 4/5 Boys 
Tee Ball 

Ms Caroline Thomson    

 


